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3 generations of products 
All cells have all been integrated in 60 cell modules (~1.64 m2) with different 

designs: 

- Gen 1:  monofacial glass/backsheet (G/BS) modules with 200 mm thick 

  Indium coated wires 

- Gen 2:  monofacial glass/backsheet (G/BS) modules with bifacial cells 

  on thin wafers (150 mm as cut) 

- Gen 3: bifacial glass/glass (G/G) modules with In free wires and new cell 

  architecture (Si-HJT 2.0) and (with advanced light management 

- Gen x:  next available design with low cost cells on thin wafers with  

  glass/glass bifacial design and low cost Indium free wires.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gen 2 modules have shown an improvement of module power when 

compared to Gen 1 modules mostly coming form a reduction of the cell to 

module losses. Both of these modules are monofacial with a white back 

sheet as opposed to Gen 3 modules that are bifacial with a glass at back 

side. Even with this configuration the module power has been kept to the 

300 W level thanks to the improved cell output power. 

Manufacturing costs have been decreased by -35% form Gen 1 to Gen 3 

modules and further efforts at all levels, wafers, cells and modules will be 

achieved in a short future to reach manufacturing costs bellow 0.30 

CHF/Wp. 

 

The Swiss Inno-HJT project 
During the recent year, it has been proven that silicon heterojunction (Si-

HJT) solar cells can achieve efficiencies above 25% using simple cell 

structure. However, most of these record cells have been achieved at the 

R&D scale and only few companies are producing Si-HJT cells and 

modules on a mass production scale. In light of this observation, Meyer 

Burger together with the PV-Center of CSEM and the contribution of the 

Swiss Federal Office of Energy and the State of Neuchâtel have started 

end 2013 a project to perform fully integrated R&D at the pilot scale with an 

overall budget of 10 millions CHF over 3 years. The Swiss Inno-HJT project 

brings together the development from the sawing of thin wafers using 

diamond wire technology, advanced cell concepts using proven Meyer 

Burger deposition equipments for Si-HJT cell production and low cost 

metallization by plating at pilot scale at CSEM. These cells are integrated in 

monofacial and bifacial modules using SmartWire technology and are 

measured and monitored in outdoor conditions to show the benefits in 

terms of kWh produced by Si-HJT modules compared to commercially 

available modules. 

3 generations of cells 
About 3’000 cells have been produced in the Swiss Inno-HJT pilot line. 

They are divided into 3 generations: 

- Gen 1: monofacial cells with sputtered Ag+NiV at back side 

- Gen 2: bifacial cells with screen printed metallization on both sides 

- Gen 3: bifacial cells with advanced light management 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gen 2 cells show a slight loss in efficiency compared to Gen 1 cells 

because of the slightly lower photo-generated current density (-0.2 

mA/cm2) and FF due to the bifacial cell structure and the screen printed 

metallization at the back side. Gen 3 cells show that despite the bifacial 

structure high current densities can be achieved. Indeed, 1 mA/cm2 has 

been gained by using an appropriate light management structure. This 

combined with improved surface passivation leads to an improvement of 

cell efficiency as high as 1% absolute! 
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The Swiss Inno-HJT project:  

Si-HJT cell and module 

improvements at pilot scale 

The Swiss Inno-HJT  

project is supported by: 

Eff 21.5 %GT 21.3 %GT 22.2 %GT 

Voc 725 mV 729 mV 735 mV 

FF 78.9 % 78.1 % 78.4 % 

Jsc 37.6 mA/cm2 37.4 mA/cm2 38.6 mA/cm2 

Gen 3 cells are still under 

development and their efficiency 

potential is above 23%. 

Moreover, the manufacturing costs of 

this new cell  architecture are lower by 

7% than conventional Gen 2 bifacial 

cells. 
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